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Message from the Chair

Hello Members,
After a wonderful summer, we are now well into the Autumn. This is the time of year
when we do more things indoors and we get a chance to start to use some of our stash,
maybe for Xmas presents. Of course, it may simply be the time we make more stash by
sitting spinning by the fire.
We have a big year coming up, as it is the 70th Anniversary of the Guild. Our Guild is
one of the oldest in the country and was one of the founder members of the Association.
I have been going through some of the archives and have found some fascinating
material that you may find interesting. We will find a way of having some of the material
on display over the year.
We hope to mark the year with a number of special events so watch out for Guild
updates and the briefings I do at the Guild. We have an excellent programme for next
year with lots of interesting topics, some rebooked from last year like Debbie Tomkies
who could not get to us because of the snow in March. There may be some extra
workshops too, if we can book the people we want.
Summer School will also take place in 2019 with a good set of courses. The brochure is
on the Association of Guilds of Weavers Spinners & Dyers’ website and has been sent
out to members. Remember that there are bursaries available if you would like to go but
find the price too expensive for your budget.
I hope you will be able to attend the Social event on 15th December. This is a good time
for me to be able to sit down and have a chat with members as there is nothing else to
distract me on that day. I may even get to do some spinning!
Next year will start with the AGM and membership renewals. You will receive more
information in December and I hope we have as many there as last year. In the
meantime, I wish you all a very relaxed and peaceful festive season and a happy New
Year.

Janet Maher
Chairperson
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Tea and Coffee Rota 2019

10.15 – 12.00

Jan 19th

Feb 16th

March
16th

April 20th

May 18th

June 15th

July 20th

Sept 21st

Oct 19th

Nov 16th

12.00- 1.30

Sally Bail

Sue Prosser

Willow Iredale

Lyn Blower

Steph Williams

Jacky Calderbank

Sue Coates

Caroline Maltby

Pam Mitchell

Jennie Llewellyn

Christine Blake

Barbara Llewellyn

Emma Kingston

Debby Hills

Kate Whyte

Kirsty Clifford

Sarah Basham

Paulette Bjergfelt

Mandy Stead

Sophie Fovargue

Vanessa Woodford

Karen Langford
Kathy Wright

Jan Arthur

Rosemary Warren

Chris Wright

Lorna Ferguson

Alison Haggis

Diane Colthorpe

Linda McKenna

Yvette Jones

Brenda Lawrence

Lesley Hill

Norma Sanders

Chris Rice

Brenda Hamblin

Ruth Fielder

Marilyn Biggs

Lis Lawrence

If you cannot fulfil your turn, please make arrangements for someone else to be there.
Please let Caroline Maltby know of any changes.
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Britspin 2018
Britspin was a four-day event held in October to raise money for the Association of Air
Ambulances Charity. Twenty six teams of 10 took part and our team, the Arbonistas,
were all members of the Somerset Guild and were sponsored by John Arbon, who
generously gave us each 500gms of a special Britspin blend called Storm Cloud, which
was a dream to spin.
The team was:
Marilyn (captain)
Brenda Hamblin
Brenda Lawrence
Julia Jones
Jan Norman

Chris Rice
Lesley Hill
Teena Allaker
Valerie Richard
Thalia Skeath

We did rather well for a first time, being placed:
Marathon individual wheel:
Marathon individual:
Overall team marathon:

2nd Valerie
3rd Marilyn
1st Valerie
2nd Marilyn
1st spinning 57429 metres!

Well done to all who took part and supported us with donations. We donated £275 of the
total £3470.89 raised by the event.
Marilyn Biggs

New Chairperson Challenge
There will be a new challenge to be ready for the February meeting – a small project to
do over the Xmas break! The topic for the challenge is “Fat is beautiful”.
You may choose to spin a fat yarn or weave a fat piece of fabric or anything that is “fat”.
Some bags of fleece will be available at the November Guild meeting to use in this
challenge. You may add to this if you wish with any fibre.
We will vote for the Chairperson Challenge this year with a number given out at the front
desk. As always, there will be a £10 John Arbon voucher for the entry voted closest to
the topic theme.
Good luck!
Janet Maher
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Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting for 2019 will be held on 19th January at 11.00am. If you
have any proposals that you would like considered by the Guild, please send to Janet
Maher by Friday 21st December so they can be incorporated into the AGM papers. You
will need someone to second any proposal you make.
We will have one definite vacancy to fill on the committee as Helen Cridland has left for
sunnier climes. If you wish to join the committee and help us run the Guild, let us know.
There will be other roles up for election too as each committee member has a three year
term on the committee. Guild Officers are elected every year.
You will receive copies of the AGM papers at the beginning of January via email. For
those members with postal membership, papers will be sent out in the New Year once
the post is back to normal.
Please let us know if you cannot attend.
Janet Maher

Guild Xmas Social Event 15th December
We have held a social event for the past four years and the numbers attending have
increased each year, which hopefully means it is an enjoyable time. We have no sales
table, no raffle, no speaker and no tea rota on that day. People simply come along to sit,
chat and craft.
We do have a Secret Santa and, for those who are new to the Guild, this is a secret gift
(gift wrapped) costing no more than £5 and is craft related. Members have put lots of
thought into gifts in the last years and the only advice I can give in thinking about what to
get is to ask yourself if you would like the gift.
We also do a shared food table – actually two food tables as we have a vegetarian table
and non-veggie table. This worked really well last year and I still cannot believe the
amount of food we got though – the tables were piled high and it nearly all went.
However, that is what a celebration is about – good food and good company. You may
bring some alcohol to drink if you wish but this is not a requirement, only if you want to
indulge.
I look forward to seeing you on 15th December.
Janet Maher
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Ancient Whorls, Distaves and Nalbinding: Sue Coates
21st July 2018

It was wonderful for us to welcome a member of our Guild to speak. As you will find out,
Sue has researched this topic for many years and has recreated many of the
archaeological finds found in Egypt, Syria and ancient Greece. We were lucky to be able
to handle so many objects, both real and replica. Sue also illustrated her talk with
photographs of archaeological finds now in museums such as the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York.
Sue started her talk at 10,000BC. Textiles have been found, but no whorls have been
discovered. In approx 5,000BC, before Neolithic times, archaeologists have found very
fine quality fibre: ‘z’ spun with ‘s’ plying. The fibre used was flax and dog. It was believed
to have been spun on sticks (pre-whorls) and these sticks were perishable. Sue
demonstrated stick spinning and even noted this was the only form of spinning she could
do lying down in bed!
Whorls

Next we travelled back in time to ancient Egypt; mud whorls have been found with grave
goods along with beautiful sheer, fine textiles. These date to 2,000BC approx. The wood
used for the handle was cedar, olive or willow and was very small, only measuring
4inches in total.
Other whorls shown were made from terracotta, carved stone, lead, amber and glass
and were from various times in history including Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman and
Viking.
Distaff/Distaves
A distaff is basically a tool for holding unspun fibre. Sue illustrated her talk with a picture
of a Greek man (approx 3,000BC) holding a distaff and drop spindle; pictures are found
on ancient Greek pots. She also showed photos of Roman finger distaves made of
bronze and featuring animal decoration. Sue demonstrated the use of one of these. She
also showed a caged distaff (Viking) which had been found on a ship in Sweden.
7

Nalbinding
Sue showed a photograph
of some socks dating from
ancient Egypt. At first it was
thought they were knitted as
the stitch looked like
stocking stitch. After further
investigation it was found
they were made using a
weaving technique known
as nalbinding.

A flat needle made of wood or bone is used. This is threaded with fibre through a hole in
the needle. The fibre is then wrapped around the thumb and a needle used to made a
knot. New thread is constantly being added by splicing the fibre together. There are 2
stitches used: Oslo stitch and Tarim stitch. (Book: Nalbinding: what in the world is that
by Ulrike Claβen-Buttner) Sue said that this technique is still used in Scandinavia and
Papua New Guinea.
Viking Lucet
This is a tool used for
making braid. Sue showed
photographs of lucets made
from antler, bone and wood.
She also showed a
photograph of some ancient
Islandic mittens that were
joined using braid so they
didn’t lose each other!
Fleecehaven
Finally, Sue showed a picture made by her daughter of one of her beloved sheep. Due to
personal circumstances changing, her sheep are now being cared for by Fleecehaven, a
charitable sheep sanctuary. Her fees from the talk were all going to this charity.
Jacky Calderbank
Since writing this article I have discovered that there are numerous spellings for
Nalbinding - Nålbindning in the native Swedish it is also known in English as nalbinding,
nalebinding, nalbindning, naalbinding, nailbinding, naalebinding or needle binding. I have
used ‘Nalbinding’ as it was the name of the book Sue brought in.
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Fun With Acid Dyes Workshop: Amanda Hannaford
th

18 August 2018

There was a full workshop for this workshop that the participants enjoyed very much.
The mild weather meant that we could do the dyeing outside under the verandah and not
worry so much about spillages.
Everyone went away with three types of dyeing, one example coutesy of Lesley Rice,
who had brought a large quantity of silk print that had been destined for the tip by a wellknown retailer. People had brought their own wool fibre skeins and balls with them and
the first part of workshop focussed on dyeing these. In the afternoon, we moved to
Arashi dyeing using pipes.
The photos below show how much everyone accomplished on the day with skeins and
silk pieces.

Marilyn Biggs made a pictorial record of the dyeing process through to spinning with two
different samples of Corriedale – one white and one grey. Janet Maher
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Stitch-led Design: Alison Ellen
th

15 September 2018

Have you ever wondered why the purl stitches recede when you knit a rib (eg K2, P2)
but when you work alternate rows in knit and purl (actually K1 row, P1row, K 2 rows, P 1
row, which is called welting) they come forward? Why does your work curl up to the
front and away at the sides when you knit stocking stitch but not when you work in garter
stitch? It seems that there is some kind of conflict going on between the knit and the purl
stitches.
As a student, Alison Ellen knitted a series of samples using the same yarn, same
needles, same number of stitches with different techniques (stocking stitch, garter stitch,
moss stitch, rib, cable, etc), in order to study what effect these had. Alison realised that it
was the balance of the stitches that enabled the work to remain flat or to become wider
or narrower. She went on to harness this natural behaviour of the stitch techniques to
shape her future work, resulting in a number of books on the subject.
Influenced by
Elizabeth Zimmerman
(of “Magic Jacket”
fame) Alison often
made her garments in
one piece using the
stitch techniques
alone to change
direction, give shape,
drape and a flattering
fit.
Other methods of
shaping her work
included working short
rows (very useful for
shaping hats) and
using increases and
decreases within the
rows to give a chevron
effect or to create the
modules sometimes
known as patchwork
knitting (see below).
To the left is one of
our Guild members
modelling one such
garment.
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Some years ago a technique called “entrelac” knitting became popular. It gives the
appearance of blocks of stitches having been knitted on the diagonal and woven over
and under one another. The effect can be puffy and unflattering when done solely in
stocking stitch but Alison devised a method of using alternate blocks of 2/2 rib and
welting which lies flat and fits beautifully. I think “swirly jumper”, which uses this
technique, is my absolute favourite but you can see lots of examples of Alison's work on
her website at www.alisonellenhandknits.co.uk
Alison's talk was illustrated with pictures of her work and several of her designs were on
display for us to look at (drool over?). She continues to work with Ann Richards and
Deidre Wood (weavers) in a series of exhibitions and talks called “Soft Engineering:
materials taking shape” about exploiting the natural properties of their raw materials and
techniques to give shape to their work. The next will be at Whitchurch Silk Mill in March
2019.

Lesley Took
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Passementerie: Anna Crutchley
th

20 October 2018

Anna trained originally as a weaver at Farnham College. She became interested in
passementerie when she was asked to weave a lanyard (sash) for a sword for an
Elizabethan Exhibition. The commission changed to making a tassel on site at the Tower
of London. She met an interior designer there, which resulted in more commissions.
She researched the history of trimmings – swags, tails and tassels. In the 1980’s these
were very popular but there were no real makers around so Anna became gripped with
this craft. Most trimming companies were not interested in the traditional crafts involved,
however, the London Furniture Company did a textile course and students could define
what they wanted to study. She was introduced by her teacher to Brian Turner who
owned a trimmings company, and Anna spent six months weaving tassels. Turners had
three production activities: cord winding and spinning, weaving and the tassel table. Only
men were allowed to do cord winding as physical strength was required to wind big
lengths of cord. Turners had an archive she could access. She learned enough about
production techniques from this experience to open her own workshop and teach.
Most tassel workshops were in Shoreditch – where the Huguenots came to originally –
with textile design and furniture making sitting side-by-side. Everything fell into place for
Anna and she has pursued a career in passementerie.

She brought along lots of examples of the traditional trimmings that are still made today
for those that can afford them. She showed examples of bullion fringe.
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Hand cord spinning is an at-risk skill currently. Most of the semi mechanised rope walks
and cord winding shops have gone and the individual skills. Cord winding, spinning and
weaving are combined in making trimmings by hand.
Anna does commissions for the National Trust. Her research shows that the fashion for
trimmings started in the 17th century with trimmings on clothes and furniture becoming
popular. She went on to research original interiors and document the trimmings and how
they were made. One example she quoted was that the Cecil family used Huguenot
craftsmen a lot. Rope walks and cord spinning were very popular in France in the 17th
century and continued until very recently using a motorised twister.
There is a difference between solid cord and covered cord. Covered cord is largely done
using a mechanical twister to achieve even coverage. By hand we can only do solid cord
winding.
Anna has a ribbon loom with multiple warp beams to allow texture through different takeup. A lot of her work is replication of old pieces. This can be challenging getting the
shape and colour of items absolutely right or a new piece will clash with the older ones.
This is particularly difficult when looking at dyes and assessing how the new pieces will
age. Most of her work is replicating pieces that will have faded with age. She has to
make an estimate of how the dyes she uses will age against the old pieces.
Such skill and patience – I came away truly impressed!

A close –up of the very fine
complex detail of one of
Anna’s hand- made cord and
tassel. Looking at this, it is
easy to see how such items
are too expensive for most
people.

Janet Maher
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Guild Competitions 2018
The theme for all the Guild competitions this year was “Rain Forest” and we were
pleased to have Amanda Hannaford as the judge for the dyeing competition in
September and Pene Blogg for the spinning competition in October.
Amanda was impressed with the quality of the entries and had a tough time choosing the
winner of each section. Sarah Basham took the novice trophy with her range of colours
from just one plant, whilst Sue Coates took the not-so-novice trophy for the quality and
design of her entry, which really was like a rainforest.

In the spinning competition, Pene took some time to explain her method of judging
based on feedback from judges she had for her CofA work. The feedback from members
was very positive on the whole as they valued learning more about how to enter
competitions.

Kirsty Clifford took
the novice trophy
(left) whilst Kathy
Wright, who had
just been awarded
the Foundation
Certificate in
Spinning with a
distinction, took
the not-so-novice
trophy.
Janet Maher
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For Sale
Ashford Traditional Wheel with extras £150 o.n.o
Ashford Traditional Spinning Wheel
previously owned by my Father-in-law
and has been in storage for some
years.
Included in the price is a Lazy Kate
with 3 bobbins, a Niddy-noddy, and a
pair of very well used hand carders.
Buyer collects from Somerset
Please contact Diane Colthorpe on:
Email: dcolthorpe@yahoo.co.uk
Phone: 01460 63368
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Programme 2019
Meetings begin at 10.30am at
Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

19th January
A Life in Looms
Talk and sales
Don Porritt
AGM 11.00am
16th February
Teaching in Tibet
Amanda Hannaford
Committee Meeting
16th March
The Textiles Discovered at Must Farm
Dr Susannah Harris
20th April
Members Skills Day
th

18 May
My Life in Dyeing
Talk and sales
Debbie Tomkies, DT Crafts
Committee Meeting
19th May
Dyeing Workshop

20th July
Exmoor Horn Wool
Lindy Head
17th August
Outing: Alpha Alpacas, Bridport
21st September
History of Liberty Fabrics
Anna Buruma
Dyeing competition
Committee meeting
19th October
Members Skills Day
Spinning competition
16th November
Natural Dyeing
Jane Deane
Weaving Competition
Committee meeting
7th December
Social event
Shared lunch and Secret Santa

15th June
Fleece Fair
Craft demonstrations
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